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Abstract. In this paper weextend the Frangi filter[1] to recognize edges and do
not enhance them. We give a theoretical framework foroptimal scale selection
andchoice of the free parameters. We discussdiscretization details concerning
especially the discrete kernel used for building the scale-space and the choice of
discrete scales. We present several experiments on phantomdata to objectively
andquantitatively compare and judge the filters. Experiments on real coronary
angiograms enhance the improvement reached by the integration of the edge in-
dicator.
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1 Introduction

In 2D coronary angiograms, vessels appear as curvilinear tubular structures having dif-
ferent widths. To recover the geometric structure, it is common to analyze the local
partial derivatives of second order and build differentialoperators based on the sign and
values of eigenvalues[1–3]. To recover the different widths, it is necessary to build oper-
ator answers at different levels of scales and to combine them[4]. The goal of vessel en-
hancement is to enhanceJust the vessels and reduce noise especially in the background.
It is important that the operations performed preserve the quantitative measures such as
width of the vessel, and that the points with strongest response lie on the centerlines.

In this paper we extend the method proposed by Frangi et. al[1] to recognize edges
and do not enhance them. Furthermore we perform a theoretical multiscale analysis
to give theoretical values or bounds for the filter free parameters. Section 2 presents
the new method. Section 3 discusses discretization detailsto get a proper realization.
Section 4 presents experimental results, also on a phantom image. Finally Section 5
concludes this work.

2 Method

Given a continuous two-dimensional imageI(x̄ ) (x̄ ∈ IR2 ) that is observed at a scale
t ∈ IR, the Frangi et al. enhancement operator for bright vessels [1] is conceived as a
filter with filter response:

r(x̄ , t, β1, β2) =

{

0 if λ2(x̄ , t) > 0,

exp(−RB
2(x̄ ,t)

2β2

1

)(1 − exp(−S2(x̄ ,t)
2β2

2

)),
(1)
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whereλ1(x̄ , t) andλ2(x̄ , t) are the eigenvalues of the local Hessian computed atx̄ at
scalet, such that|λ1(x̄ , t)| < |λ2(x̄ , t)|. The blobness measureRB(x̄ , t) = λ1(x̄ ,t)

λ2(x̄ ,t)
measures the deviation from a blob by accounting for the eccentricity of the second
order ellipse.RB(x̄ , t) cannot distinguish between a line and an edge. The structureness
measureS(x̄ , t) =

√

λ2
1(x̄ , t) + λ2

2(x̄ , t) is the norm of the Hessian and is computed
to distinguish between background and vessels. The parametersβ1 andβ2 tune the
sensitivity of the filter to deviations inRB(x̄ , t) andS(x̄ , t).

In order to distinguish between line and edge structures we propose to additionally
integrate an edge indicator. Lorenz [3] proposed the following – here slightly modified
– indicator:

E(x̄ , t) =
|∇L(x̄ , t)|√

tλ2(x̄ , t)
(2)

where|∇L(x̄ , t)| is the local gradient magnitude at a pointx̄ observed at scalet. At an
edge both the gradient andλ2 will be strong in magnitude. Within a vessel, justλ2 will
be big in magnitude. So it is expected that the value ofE decreases within a vessel. We
integrate the edge indicator within the Frangi filter as in eq. 3

r(x̄ , t, β1, β2) =

{

0 if λ2 > 0,

exp(−RB
2(x̄ ,t)

2β2

1

)(1 − exp(−S2(x̄ ,t)
2β2

2

))exp(−|E(x̄ , t)|) (3)

The continuous image observed at scalet 6= 0 is given by the convolution 4

L(x̄ , t) = I(x̄ ) ∗ G(x̄ , t), (4)

whereG(x̄ , t) is the Gaussian kernel with standard deviationσ =
√

t. Both the first
order and the second order derivatives are computed by convolving the imageI(x̄ ) with
respectively the first and second derivatives of the Gaussian. The scalet is continuous
and positive.L(x̄ , t) is called thescale-space of the imageI(x̄ ) [4].

As vessels appear in images with different widths, the application of filter 3 at
different scales is necessary. Lindeberg proposed to useγ-parameterized normalized

Gaussian derivatives:
(

∂G(x̄ ,t)
∂x̄

)γ−norm

= t
γ
2

∂G(x̄ ,t)
∂x̄

, to get filter answers which are

comparable for different scales. Using these operators, itcan be easily shown that the
normalization is directly transfused on the eigenvalues:λγ−norm(x̄ , t) = t

γ
2 λ(x̄ , t).

Both the blobness measureRB
γ−norm(x̄ , t) and the edge indicatorEγ−norm(x̄ , t) do

not change. Just the structureness measureSγ−norm(x̄ , t) = t
γ
2 S should be normal-

ized. The normalized filter response is then given by eq. 5:

rγ−norm(x̄ , t, β1, β2, γ) =

{

0 if λ2 > 0,

exp(−RB
2(x̄ ,t)

2β2

1

)(1 − exp(− tγS2(x̄ ,t)
2β2

2

))exp(−|E(x̄ , t)|)
(5)

whereRB(x̄ , t),S(x̄ , t) andE(x̄ , t) are computed based on the non-normalized Gaus-
sian derivatives.

The multi-scale responses are combined by maximization:

R(x̄ , β1, β2, γ) = max
t

(

rγ−norm(x̄ , t, β1, β2, γ)
)

(6)
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Optimal Scale Selection and Choice of γ: In order to specifyγ we assume a simple
mathematical model for a 2D vessel with Gaussian profile, which is centered in the

origin and parallel to they-axis: I0(x̄ ) = G(x̄ , t0) = 1√
2πt0

exp
(

−x2

2t0

)

= G(x, t0).

The scale-space ofI0(x̄ ) is L(x̄ , t) = I0(x̄ ) ∗ G(x̄ , t) = G(x, t0 + t) for each value

of y. The eigenvalues of the Hessian areλ1(x̄ , t) = 0 andλ2(x̄ , t) = ∂2L(x̄ ,t)
∂x2 . Within

the vessel we have|x| <
√

t0, i.eλ2 is negative. It follows|λ1(x̄ , t)| < |λ2(x̄ , t)|. The
blobness measureRB(x̄ , t) = 0. The structureness measureS(x̄ , t) = |λ2(x̄ , t)| and
the edge indicatorE(x̄ , t) = |−x|(t+t0)√

t(x2−(t+t0))
.

The maximal filter response is expected in the middle of the vessel. Atx = 0 we
haveS(0, t) = − 1√

2π(t+t0)
3

2

andE(0, t) = 0. The normalized filter response becomes:

rγ−norm(0, t, β1, β2, γ) = 1 − exp

(

− tγ

4πβ2
2(t + t0)3

)

(7)

The scale for which this entity is maximal is given by:

∂rγ−norm(0, topt, β1, β2, γ)

∂t

!
= 0 −→ topt =

γ

3 − γ
t0 (8)

If we want to havetopt = t0 we chooseγ = 3
2 .

It should be mentioned that a different ideal model could lead to another value ofγ.
The factorγ defines a proportionality between the optimal scale and the characteristic
parameter of the assumed model. The later is here assumed to be the standard deviation.
The real physical length of the corresponding vessel will beapproximately six times
greater. As real vessels are corrupted by noise, they will not perfectly overlap with the
ideal model. So in the presence of noise the optimal scale is just a measure, where the
structure of interest could have been best enhanced.
Choice of β2: In general the value ofβ2 depends on the strength of the noise and
background structures in the image. It should be large in order to prevent enhancement
of spurious low contrast data [5]. Based on the assumed idealvessel model we will
compute an upper bound forβ2 in the absence of noise. From eq. 5 it can be easily
observed that the values of the filter answerrγ−norm(x̄ , t, β1, β2, γ) are bound within
the interval[0, 1]. At x = 0, the filter answer of eq. 7 should be maximal for the optimal
scaletopt = t0 andγ = 3

2 ; i.e the responserγ−norm(0, topt = t0, β1, β2,
3
2 ) = 1 −

exp

(

− 1

8πβ2

2
t
3

2

0

)

!
=1. We define a desired precisionǫ << 0 for the exponential to be

assumed equal to zero. We get therefore the upper bound forβ2

β2 ≤
√

− 1

8πln(ǫ)

√
t0

3

2 . (9)

This upper bound depends on the standard deviation of the assumed model
√

t0. As a
fixed value forβ2 is required for all considered scales, we get concrete values forβ2 by
considering the maximal scale value. The bound given by eq 9 represents the part ofβ2

which depends on the geometrical structure of the line model. It is to be understood as
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an indication of the order of magnitude ofβ2 in the ideal case. In real imagesβ2 should
still be tuned heuristically, to count for the gray levels inthe background at hand.
Choice of β1: The value ofβ1 should be small in order to distinguish between line-like
and blob-like structures. If bifurcations or very tortuousvessels are not enhanced prop-
erly, increasingβ1 resolves that at the expense of also enhancing non-vessel background
structures [5]. As|λ1(x̄ , t)| < |λ2(x̄ , t)| and due to the symmetry of the exponential
function we can compute the blobness based on the absolute values of theλ’s. The
values ofRB

γ−norm(x̄ , t) are then bound between[0, 1], It is one when the structure
is a blob and it is near zero if the structure is a line or an edge. A valueβ1 = 0.33
discards all blob similar structures. Greater values (≤ 1 ) are less discriminative, but
more tolerant to deviations from the ideal model.

3 Discretization and Numerical Implementation

Two questions arise when we are given a discrete 2D image. First: How to get a discrete
scale-space of the image? Second: How to discretize the scale parametert?
Discrete Scale-Space: A straightforward discretization of eq 4 is accomplished byper-
forming thediscrete convolution of the image with thediscrete Gaussian kernel, while
keeping the scale parametert continuous. The discretization of the Gaussian kernel can
be performed in several ways. The most known are by directly computing the contin-
uous Gaussian function at discrete locations (thesampled Gaussian kernel) or by inte-
grating the continuous kernel over each pixel support region (theintegrated Gaussian
kernel). The sampled Gaussian kernel has the problem, that for small values oft the
central coefficient of the sampled Gaussian can become very large and the sum of the
corresponding filter coefficients will exceed one[4]. The integrated Gaussian kernel can
be regarded as giving a more true approximation than the firstmethod, especially at fine
scales. The resulting approximation formula corresponds to discrete convolution with

the kernelg(n, t) =
∫ n+ 1

2

n− 1

2

1√
2πt

exp− ξ2

2t dξ. This choice of filter coefficients is equiv-

alent to the continuous formulation 4 if we let the continuous image be a piecewise
constant function [4, 6]. The kernel coefficients for the Gaussian, and its derivatives are
computed as given in[6]. The mask sizes are computed automatically depending on the
given σ such that the approximation error is set to a certainǫg. At borders the gray
values are mirrored.
Discrete Scales: In practice we need to choose a certain number of scales that best
approximate the characteristic parameters in the image at hand. The maximum and
minimum values ofσ =

√
t should be determined on the basis of the width range of the

vessels of interest. In [2] the minimum number of scale was automatically determined
based on certain response specific criteria. The set of discrete scalesσi is computed
according toσi = σls

i width s > 1 a scaling factor,i = 0, 1, · · · , n − 1 andn the
number of scales such thatσls

n−2 < σh ≤ σls
n−1. It follows that

n <
ln(σh

σl
)

ln(s)
+ 2 ≤ n + 1 (10)

We took the smallest nearest integer value of eq. 10 forn. We get thus a logarithmic
progressing of scales and an automatic determination of their number.
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4 Experiments

4.1 Experiments on Phantom Data

Fig. 1. Phantom image.

We generated a phantom image (420 × 420 × 8) con-
taining line structures having Gaussian profiles of different
widths: A vertical line withσ0 = 1, a horizontal line with
σ0 = 5 and a circular structure withσ0 = 3 and radius
r = 100. (see fig. 1). The vertical line crosses the circle
along its middle axis. The horizontal line is shifted to the
bottom by 30 pixels. The positioning of the lines aims to
show the behavior of the filter on straight line, curvilinear
structure as well as at crossings or bifurcations.

By taking the ideal Gaussian profileI0(x̄ ) of sec. 2,
lines with smaller width will be assigned brighter gray val-
ues. In real angiographic images the opposite behavior is rather observed. To simulate
this phenomenon we inverted the proportionality with respect to σ. The underlying

Gaussian profiles used for generating the phantom areσ0√
2π

exp
(

−x2

2σ2

0

)

for the straight

lines and σ0√
2π

exp(− (r−
√

x2+y2)2

2σ2

0

) for the circular profile. To be able to assess the en-
hancement effect we assigned a gray value of15 to the maximum value of the line with
the smallest width. Based on this, the gray level mapping function is linear. Background
color was set to one. When two lines cross the maximal value inthe overlapping area is
taken.

We performed multiscale analysis with maximization of normalized responses. We
usedβ1 = 0.33, which is the most restrictive value. The maximal width in the image
is σ = 5 and by choosingǫ = 10−8 in eq. 9, we became a value ofβ2 = 0.52.
The normalization factor isγ = 1.5. We choseσl = 1, σh = 5. By setting the
scaling factor of eq. 10 tos = 1.5 five scales were automatically computedσ ∈
{1, 1.5, 2.25, 3.375, 5.0625}. The results for filter 5 and normalized filter 1 are shown
in figure 2. Tuningβ2 results in fig. 3.

Fig. 2. Multiscale results with filter 5 (left) and filter 1 (right).β2 = 0.52, β1 = 0.33, γ =

1.5,σl = 1,σh = 5.
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Fig. 3. Multiscale results with filter 5(left) and normalized Frangi filter 1(right). β2 = 2.0.

The effect of both vessel enhancement filters can be quantitatively compared ac-
cording to three factors: First which filter better increases the local contrast between
vessel and background. Second which filter better preservesthe original line width. And
third which filter better enhances the centerlines of the vessels. Due to the symmetry
of the phantom used we computed these values along one cross section for each of the
three lines and excluded thus crossings since they do not have line properties. The local
contrast was measured by the mean value of mean gray levels within the lines in the
original and enhanced images. The width was computed by the mean value of the num-
ber of pixels whose gray levels are different from background. And the enhancement
of the centerline was measured by computing the ratio of graylevels along the cross
section of the lines and the gray value of the centerline. Tables 1 and 2 summarizes the
quantitative results.

image local contrast width
original 21.025 15.66

β2 = 0.52 Fig 2 normalized Frangi eq. 1 151.37 9.66
extended filter eq. 5 77.467 9

β2 = 2.0 Fig 3 normalized Frangi eq. 1 119.13 9
extended filter eq. 5 69.321 8.66

Table 1. Quantitative comparison between normalized Frangi filter 1and extended filter 5: Com-
parison of local contrast and preservation of line width. Mean values over three line sizes are
reported

By observing figures 2 and 3 both filters show very week responses in regions where
two lines cross, i.e. where no line properties are present. This appears as a discontinuity.
Normalization of the filters leads to comparable values along different scales. Especially
great scales become higher responses. Both filters enhance the local contrast compared
with the original one (table 1). The extended filter 5 resultsin lower local contrast since
the additional edge indicator term in eq 3 is always within[0, 1]. The behavior of both
filters is comparable with respect to preservation of the width of lines. It is basically
reduced, especially for wide lines (see Also curves in table2). This may be due to the
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Table 2. Quantitative comparison between normalized Frangi filter 1and extended filter 5: com-
parison of centerline enhancement. Topβ2 = 0.52; from left to right σ = 1, 3, 5 respectively.
Bottomβ2 = 2.0; from left to rightσ = 1, 3, 5 respectively. Original line: dot line, Frangi filter:
dashed line, extended filter: continuous line. Cross section values are reported

weak slope of wider lines. The gain from adding the edge indicator becomes clear by
observing the curves of enhancement of the centerlines in table 2. The normalized fil-
ter 1 enhances the borders of the lines without particularlyenhancing centerlines. The
values accorded to the centerlines by filter 5 are more discriminative and facilitates
further processing such as centerline extraction. Increasing β2 increases the discrimina-
tive power –especially of the normalized Frangi filter–, decreases the local contrast and
tends to reduce the resulting width of lines.

4.2 Experiments on Real Data

We apply vessel enhancement on real coronary angiograms (512 × 512 × 8) captured
by a monoplane Siemens AXIOM Artis system (rotational angiography). The images
have a black border, which is not considered in treatment. Wesetβ1 = 0.5, γ = 1.5
ands = 1.5. By choosingσh = 4 we become a value ofβ2 = 0.38. For σl = 1
andσh = 4 five scales are automatically computedσ ∈ {1, 1.5, 2.25, 3.375, 5.0625}.
Fig. 4 shows a typical image, its corresponding preprocessed images with both filters 5
and 1. Figure 5 shows two preprocessed images with variationof β2 leading to less
Background noise.

With the theoretical discussed values for the free parameters the filters 5 and 1 were
able to enhance the interesting structure and also a lot of Background. Increasingβ2

eliminates background structures (fig. 5) and better reflects the real widths of vessels,
as it was already observed in the phantom image. With real images we observe the poor
discriminative performance of the responses of the Frangi filter 1 between centerlines
and borders. Another consequence of non-distinction between edges and line structures
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Fig. 4. From left to right: original image, filter 5, normalized filter 1 with same parameters

Fig. 5. Less Background noise. Left: filter 5 withβ2 = 1.0. Right: filter 1 withβ2 = 1.0

is the enhancement of the diaphragm with the Frangi filter (fig. 4, right); as it is consid-
ered as an edge.

Both filters were able to recognize fine vessels and also fine ramifications, thanks to
the multi-scale response. Problems arise with very tortuous vessels and at bifurcations
or crossings, where the eigenvalues have comparable valuesand so no line properties
can be detected (increasingβ1 does not ameliorate the result). Fig. 6 show magnified
regions of different images where this effect is observed. At this magnified scale the
improvement reached by integrating the edge indicator is again enhanced by the smooth
responses and preservation of the vessel trajectory.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we extended the Frangi filter [1] for 2D-vessel enhancement to better
differentiate between edges and line structures. We integrated the normalization of
Gaussian derivatives in the filter response. We performed anoptimal scale selection
by assuming an ideal model and gave theoretical values or bounds for the filter free pa-
rameters. We presented experiments on phantom data to objectively and quantitatively
compare and judge the filters in the ideal case. The performedextension lead mainly
to stronger discrimination of the centerlines after enhancement. Experiments on real
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Fig. 6. Magnification of bifurcations, crossings and a tortuous vessel. Top: results of filter 5.
Bottom: results of normalized filter 1

angiographic data showed this improvement under real conditions. This contribution
is to be understood as preprocessing for further steps such as centerline extraction or
temporal tracking of vessels for 3D heart motion recovery [7].
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